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A turbine exhaust case (28) for a gas turbine engine (10) 
Related U.S. Application Data comprises a frame (100), a vane fairing (108), a heat shield 

(60) Provisional application No. 61/747.262, filed on Dec. (124, 126,128), and a serp entine cooling path. The frame has 
29, 2012. an outer ring (102) and an inner ring (104) connected by a 

s hollow strut (106) with a radial service line passage (132). 
Publication Classification The Vane fairing is disposed between the inner ring and the 

outer ring to define a core airflow path. The heat shield is 
(51) Int. Cl. disposed between the vane fairing and the frame. The serpen 

FOID 25/4 (2006.01) tine cooling flow path passes through and around the outer 
FOID 9/02 (2006.01) ring, the inner ring, and the plurality of struts 
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TURBINE EXHAUST CASE ARCHITECTURE 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The present disclosure relates generally to gas tur 
bine engines, and more particularly to heat management in a 
turbine exhaust case of a gas turbine engine. 
0002. A turbine exhaust case is a structural frame that 
Supports engine bearing loads while providing a gas path at or 
near the aft end of a gas turbine engine. Some aeroengines 
utilize a turbine exhaust case to help mount the gas turbine 
engine to an aircraft airframe. In industrial applications, a 
turbine exhaust case is more commonly used to couple gas 
turbine engines to a power turbine that powers an electrical 
generator. Industrial turbine exhaust cases can, for instance, 
be situated between a low pressure engine turbine and a 
generator power turbine. A turbine exhaust case must bear 
shaft loads from interior bearings, and must be capable of 
Sustained operation at high temperatures. 
0003 Turbine exhaust cases serve two primary purposes: 
airflow channeling and structural Support. Turbine exhaust 
cases typically comprise structures withinner and outer rings 
connected by radial struts. The struts and rings often define a 
core flow path from fore to aft, while simultaneously 
mechanically Supporting shaft bearings situated axially 
inward of the inner ring. The components of a turbine exhaust 
case are exposed to very high temperatures along the core 
flow path. Various approaches and architectures have been 
employed to handle these high temperatures. Some turbine 
exhaust case frames utilize high-temperature, high-stress 
capable materials to both define the core flow path and bear 
mechanical loads. Other frame architectures separate these 
two functions, pairing a structural frame for mechanical loads 
with a high-temperature capable fairing to define the core 
flow path. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The present disclosure is directed toward a turbine 
exhaust case for a gas turbine engine. The turbine exhaust 
case comprises a frame, a vane fairing, a heat shield, and a 
serpentine cooling path. The frame has an outer ring and an 
inner ring connected by a hollow strut with a radial service 
line passage. The Vane fairing is disposed between the inner 
ring and the outer ring to define a core airflow path. The heat 
shield is disposed between the vane fairing and the frame. The 
serpentine cooling flow path passes through and around the 
outer ring, the inner ring, and the plurality of struts 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0005 FIG. 1 is a simplified partial cross-sectional view of 
an exemplary gas turbine engine. 
0006 FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a turbine exhaust 
case of the gas turbine engine of FIG. 1. 
0007 FIG. 3 is a simplified cross-sectional view of the 
turbine exhaust case of FIG. 2, illustrating cooling flow paths. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0008 FIG. 1 is a simplified partial cross-sectional view of 
gas turbine engine 10, comprising inlet 12, compressor 14 
(with low pressure compressor 16 and high pressure compres 
sor 18), combustor 20, engine turbine 22 (with high pressure 
turbine 24 and low pressure turbine 26), turbine exhaust case 
28, power turbine 30, low pressure shaft 32, high pressure 
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shaft 34, and power shaft 36. Gas turbine engine 10 can, for 
instance, be an industrial power turbine. 
0009 Low pressure shaft 32, high pressure shaft 34, and 
power shaft 36 are situated along rotational axis A. In the 
depicted embodiment, low pressure shaft 32 and high pres 
sure shaft 34 are arranged concentrically, while power shaft 
36 is disposed axially aft of low pressure shaft 32 and high 
pressure shaft 34. Low pressure shaft 32 defines a low pres 
Sure spool including low pressure compressor 16 and low 
pressure turbine 26. High pressure shaft 34 analogously 
defines a high pressure spool including high pressure com 
pressor 18 and high pressure turbine 24. As is well known in 
the art of gas turbines, airflow F is received at inlet 12, then 
pressurized by low pressure compressor 16 and high pressure 
compressor 18. Fuel is injected at combustor 20, where the 
resulting fuel-air mixture is ignited. Expanding combustion 
gasses rotate high pressure turbine 24 and low pressure tur 
bine 26, thereby driving high and low pressure compressors 
18 and 16 through high pressure shaft 34 and low pressure 
shaft 32, respectively. Although compressor 14 and engine 
turbine 22 are depicted as two-spool components with high 
and low sections on separate shafts, single spool or three or 
more spool embodiments of compressor 14 and engine tur 
bine 22 are also possible. Turbine exhaust case 28 carries 
airflow from low pressure turbine 26 to power turbine 30, 
where this airflow drives power shaft 36. Power shaft 36 can, 
for instance, drive an electrical generator, pump, mechanical 
gearbox, or other accessory (not shown). 
0010. In addition to defining an airflow path from low 
pressure turbine 26 to power turbine 30, turbine exhaust case 
28 can Support one or more shaft loads. Turbine exhaust case 
28 can, for instance, Support low pressure shaft 32 via bearing 
compartments (not shown) disposed to communicate load 
from low pressure shaft 32 to a structural frame of turbine 
exhaust case 28. 

0011 FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of turbine exhaust 
case 28, illustrating frame 100 (with outerring 102, inner ring 
104, and strut 106), fairing 108 (with outer platform 110. 
inner platform 112, and fairing vane 114, and retention struc 
ture 122), bearing support 116, flow divider 118, forward seal 
support 120, inner heat shield 124, outer heat shield 126, strut 
heat shield 128, aft air seal 130, strut passage 132 (with 
service line channels 134), strut holes 136, aft plate 138, aft 
airflow exit 140, and pressurized airflow inlet 142. 
0012. As described above with respect to FIG. 1, turbine 
exhaust case 28 defines an airflow path for core flow F, and 
carries radial load from bearing support 116 (which in turn 
connects to bearing compartments, not shown). These two 
functions are performed by separate components: frame 100 
carries radial bearing loads, while fairing 108 defines the flow 
path of core flow F. 
0013 Frame 100 is a thick, rigid support structure formed, 
for example, of sand-cast steel. Outer ring 102 of frame 100 
serves as an attachment point for low pressure turbine 26, 
power turbine 30, mounting hardware, and service lines 
including both cooling and lubrication lines. Frame inner ring 
104 is bolted to bearing support 116 via bolts, and commu 
nicates radial load from bearing support 116 to outer ring 102 
via frame struts 106, which extend at angular intervals 
between inner ring 104 and frame outer ring 102. Strut 106 is 
hollow, containing strut passage 132. Strut passage 132 is a 
radial passage through strut 106 configured to carry service 
lines Such as air Supply lines and lines for Scavenging or 
Supplying lubricating oil to axial bearings as well as cooling 
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air flow. In the depicted embodiment, strut passage 132 is 
contoured to provide a three service line channels 134 sized 
for particular service lines. In alternative embodiments, strut 
passage 132 can contain any number of service line channels 
134, or can be substantially uncontoured. Strut passage 132 
can capped or covered to prevent any airflow from entering or 
exiting turbine exhaust case 28 through strut passage 132, 
save through service lines disposed along service line chan 
nels 134. Strut holes 136 are flow openings extending from 
strut passage 132 through the body of strut 106 to allow 
airflow from strut passage 132 to the exterior of strut 106. 
Strut holes 136 direct airflow from strut passage 132 towards 
the inner diameter of outer ring 102, as described below with 
respect to FIG. 3. Although only one strut 106 is illustrated in 
FIG. 2, turbine exhaust case 28 can have any number of struts 
106 distributed at angular intervals about axis A (see FIG. 1). 
0014 Fairing 108 is a high-temperature capable aerody 
namic structure defining the boundaries of core flow F 
through turbine exhaust case 28. Fairing outer platform 110 
defines an outer flowpath diameter, while fairing inner plat 
form 112 defines an inner flowpath diameter. Fairing vanes 
114 surround frame struts 106, and form aerodynamic vane 
bodies. Fairing 108 is rated for higher temperatures than 
frame 100, and is affixed to frame 100 via retention structure. 
In the depict embodiment, retention structure 122 is an 
L-shaped flange situated at the forward inner diameter of 
fairing 108 and bolted to inner ring 104 of frame 100, and 
serves as the only point of contact securing fairing 108 to 
frame 100. Retention structure 122 can alternative be secured 
to frame 100 by other means, such as by rivets, pins, or 
screws. In other embodiments, retention structure can be 
situated at different locations, including at the forward outer 
diameter of fairing 108, secured to outer ring 102. 
00.15 Bearing support 116 is a structural frame carrying 
bearing load radially outward from shaft bearings (not 
shown) to inner ring 104. Flow divider 118 is a thin separator 
providing an air seal between turbine exhaust case 28 and 
upstream components such as low pressure turbine 26. Aft 
plate 138 is an annular dish disposed at the aft of inner ring 
104 to provide a partial air seal with fairing inner platform 
112. Frame 100, bearing support 116, and flow divider 118 
cooperate to define first plenum PL, an air cavity for cooling 
airflow. Frame inner wall 104, aft plate 138, and fairing 108 
cooperate to define second plenum PL, a second air cavity 
for cooling airflow. First plenum PL and second plenum PL 
discussed in greater detail below with respect to FIG. 3. Aft 
air seal 130 is depicted as a spring seal, although other forms 
ofair seal can analogously be used. Aftair seal 130 minimizes 
air escape from second plenum PL. Retention structure 122 
also acts as an air seal preventing air from escaping second 
plenum PL upstream towards low pressure turbine 26. Exit 
140 can, similarly confines airflow rate from inner plenum 
PL to power turbine 30 to desired rates, thereby maintaining 
desired cooling airflow pressure within turbine exhaust case 
28. Exit 140 can, for instance, be an opening or a labyrinth 
seal. In some cases flow divider 118 or bearing support 116 
can include one or more air pressurized air inlets 142 by 
which pressurized air can be received into first plenum PL 
from compressor 14, as described below with respect to FIG. 
3 

0016 Turbine exhaust case 28 includes a plurality of heat 
shields to protect frame 100 from radiative heating. Strutheat 
shield 128 is situated between fairing vanes 114 and frame 
struts 106. Outer heat shield 126 is situated between fairing 
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outer platform 110 and frame outer ring 102. Innerheat shield 
124 is situated between retention structure 120 and fairing 
inner platform 112. Like fairing 108, all three heat shields can 
be formed of Inconel or a similar nickel-based superalloy. 
Strutheat shield 128, outer heat shield 126, and inner heat 
shield 124 act as barriers to radiative heat from fairing 118, 
which can become very hot during operation of gas turbine 
10. Heat shields 124, 126, and 128 thus protect frame 100, 
which is rated to lower temperatures than fairing 118, from 
exposure to excessive heat. 
(0017 Fairing 108 and heat shields 124, 126, and 128 are 
thin structures relative to frame 100, and can for instance be 
stamped, investment cast, or die-cast from a Superalloy mate 
rial such as Inconel 625, Inconel 718, a combination thereof, 
or other nickel-based Superalloys. In one embodiment, fairing 
108 is investment cast, while heat shields 124, 126, and 128 
are stamped or spin formed sheet metal. In some embodi 
ments, fairing 108 and/or heat shields 124,126 and/or 128 can 
have thermal coatings for increased operating temperature 
capacity. Frame 100, by contrast, can be formed by a rela 
tively rough or inexpensive casting method, e.g. by sand 
casting. Frame 100 is formed of steel, and is accordingly rated 
to lower temperatures than fairing 108 or heat shields 124, 
126, or 128. By utilizing cast steel frame 100 for structural 
Support, the overall expense and machining complexity of 
turbine exhaust case 28 is reduced. To protect frame 100 from 
overheating, heat shields 124, 126, and 128 are disposed 
between fairing 108 and frame 100 to impede radiative heat 
ing from fairing 108. In addition, cooling air is circulated 
through plena PL and PL in a triple-pass cooling path (de 
scribed below with respect to FIG. 3) to further cool frame 
1OO. 

0018 FIG.3 is a simplified cross-sectional illustration of a 
triple-pass serpentine cooling path through turbine exhaust 
case 28 for cooling frame 100 and Surrounding components. 
FIG.3 depicts frame 100 (with outer ring 102, inner ring 104, 
and struts 106 with strut holes 136), fairing 108 (with outer 
platform 110, inner platform 112, and fairing vane 114), 
bearing support 116, flow divider 118, air seal 130, aft plate 
138, and exit 140, as described above with respect to FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3 further identifies service line 144 and paths segments 
P. P., P3, and O of the triple-pass cooling serpentine cool 
ing path. 
0019 Path segment P carries primary cooling airflow 
F radially inward along service line 144, an air inlet 
disposed within strut passage 132 (see FIG. 2). Cooling air 
flow F can, in some embodiments, be actively cooled, 
e.g. via heat exchanger before entering path segment P. Path 
segment P is entirely enclosed within service line 144, and 
terminates in first plenum PL. In some embodiments, pri 
mary cooling airflow F. can be supplemented by sec 
ondary cooling airflow Fabled from compressor 14 and 
diverted along low pressure shaft 32. Secondary cooling air 
flow F can be hotter but higher pressure than primary 
cooling airflow F., and increases the overall pressure of 
cooling airflow through path segments P2, P3, and O. 
10020 Primary and secondary cooling airflows F. 
and F mix and circulate within plenum PL, cooling 
the inner diameter of inner ring 104 of frame 100. From 
plenum PL, this mixed secondary airflow travels up strut 106 
through service line passage 134 (but not within service line 
144), and out through strut holes 136 along path segment P. 
cooling strut 106 from within. Path segment P terminates at 
the inner diameter of outer ring 102, where cooling airflow 
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cools outer ring 102 before following path segment P. 
between strut 106 and fairing vane 114 to second plenum PL. 
cooling strut 106 from the outside. Cooling airflow circulates 
within Plenum PL, cooling inner ring 104 of frame 100, 
before exiting turbine exhaust case 28 via exit 140 along 
outlet path segment O. 
0021. Path segments P, P., and P. connect plena PL and 
PL and define a triple-pass serpentine cooling flow path that 
cools frame 100. Together with fairing 108 and heat shields 
124, 126, and 128, this triple-pass cooling flow path allows 
frame 100 to operate without overheating in the hot environ 
ment of turbine exhaust case 28 despite lower heat capability 
than fairing 108 or heat shields 124, 126, or 128. 

DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE EMBODIMENTS 

0022. The following are non-exclusive descriptions of 
possible embodiments of the present invention. 
0023. A turbine exhaust case for a gas turbine engine 
comprises a frame formed of a frame material, a vane fairing, 
aheat shield, and a serpentine cooling path. The frame has an 
outer ring and an inner ring connected by a hollow strut with 
a radial service line passage. The Vane fairing is disposed 
between the inner ring and the outer ring to define a core 
airflow path. The heat shield is disposed between the vane 
fairing and the cast frame. The serpentine cooling flow path 
passes through and around the outer ring, the inner ring, and 
the plurality of struts. 
0024. The fairing of the preceding paragraph can option 
ally include, additionally and/or alternatively, any one or 
more of the following features, configurations, and/or addi 
tional components: 
0025 wherein the vane fairing and the heat shield are 
formed of high-temperature capable materials with improved 
heat capability relative to the frame. 
0026 wherein the frame material is steel. 
0027 wherein the high-temperature capable materials 
include nickel-based Superalloys. 
0028 wherein the nickel-based superalloys include 
Inconel 625 and/or Inconel 718. 
0029 wherein the vane fairing is secured by a retention 
structure to the inner ring. 
0030 wherein the retention structure serves as an air seal 
between the fairing and the inner ring. 
0031 wherein the heat shield comprises an outer heat 
shield adjacent the outer ring, and a plurality of strut heat 
shields surrounding the hollow strut. 
0032 wherein the heat shield further comprises an inner 
heat shield adjacent the inner ring, 
0033 wherein the hollow strut carries a service line air 
tube in the radial service line passage, and has flow openings 
extending form the radial service line passage to the exterior 
of the hollow strut. 
0034 wherein the serpentine cooling path is a triple-pass 
cooling path comprising: a first pass through the service line 
air tube into a first plenum at the inner diameter of the inner 
ring; a second pass through the radial service line passage and 
the flow openings to the inner diameter of the outer ring; and 
a third pass between the hollow strut and the fairing to a 
second plenum at the outer diameter of the inner ring. 
0035 wherein the triple-pass cooling path terminates in an 
outlet path through an exit aft of the second plenum. 
0036 further comprising: a bearing support disposed con 
centric with and radially inward of the inner ring to transmit 
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bearing load; and a flow divider extending aft of the inner ring 
and the bearing Support from the inner ring to the bearing 
Support. 
0037 wherein the bearing support, the inner ring, and the 
flow divider together define the first plenum. 
0038 wherein the first plenum receives additional pressur 
ized cooling airflow not from the first pass. 
0039 wherein the additional pressurized cooling airflow 

is bled from a compressor of the gas turbine engine. 
0040 wherein the first pass draws cooled air from a heat 
exchanger. 
0041 While the invention has been described with refer 
ence to an exemplary embodiment(s), it will be understood by 
those skilled in the art that various changes can be made and 
equivalents can be substituted for elements thereof without 
departing from the scope of the invention. In addition, many 
modifications can be made to adapt a particular situation or 
material to the teachings of the invention without departing 
from the essential scope thereof. Therefore, it is intended that 
the invention not be limited to the particular embodiment(s) 
disclosed, but that the invention will include all embodiments 
falling within the scope of the appended claims. 

1. A turbine exhaust case for a gas turbine engine, the 
turbine exhaust case comprising: 

a frame formed of a frame material, and having an outer 
ring and an inner ring connected by a hollow strut with a 
radial service line passage; 

a vane fairing disposed between the innerring and the outer 
ring to define a core airflow path: 

a heat shield disposed between the vane fairing and the 
frame; and 

a serpentine cooling flow path through and around the outer 
ring, the inner ring, and the plurality of struts. 

2. The turbine exhaust case of claim 1, wherein the vane 
fairing and the heat shield are formed of high-temperature 
capable materials with improved heat capability relative to 
the frame material. 

3. The turbine exhaust case of claim 2, wherein the frame 
material is steel. 

4. The turbine exhaust case of claim 2, wherein the high 
temperature capable materials include nickel-based Superal 
loys. 

5. The turbine exhaust case of claim 4, wherein the nickel 
based superalloys include Inconel 625 and/or Inconel 718. 

6. The turbine exhaust case of claim 1, wherein the vane 
fairing is secured by a retention structure to the inner ring. 

7. The turbine exhaust case of claim 6, wherein the reten 
tion structure serves as an air seal between the fairing and the 
inner ring. 

8. The turbine exhaust case of claim 1, wherein the heat 
shield comprises an outer heat shield adjacent the outer ring, 
and a plurality of strutheat shields surrounding the hollow 
Strut. 

9. The turbine exhaust case of claim 8, wherein the heat 
shield further comprises an inner heat shield adjacent the 
inner ring, 

10. The turbine exhaust case of claim 1, wherein the hollow 
strut carries a service line air tube in the radial service line 
passage, and has flow openings extending from the radial 
service line passage to the exterior of the hollow strut. 

11. The turbine exhaust case of claim 10, wherein the flow 
openings direct flow from the service line passage towards an 
inner diameter of the outer ring. 
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12. The turbine exhaust case of claim 10, wherein the 
serpentine cooling path is a triple-pass cooling path compris 
1ng: 

a first pass through the service line air tube into a first 
plenum at an inner diameter of the inner ring; 

a second pass through the radial service line passage and 
the flow openings to an inner diameter of the outer ring; 
and 

a third pass between the hollow strut and the fairing to a 
second plenum at the outer diameter of the inner ring. 

13. The turbine exhaust case of claim 12, wherein the 
triple-pass cooling path terminates in an outlet path through 
an exit aft of the second plenum. 

14. The turbine exhaust case of claim 12, further compris 
1ng: 

a bearing Support disposed concentric with and radially 
inward of the inner ring to transmit bearing load; and 

a flow divider extending aft of the inner ring and the bear 
ing Support from the inner ring to the bearing Support. 

15. The turbine exhaust case of claim 14, wherein the 
bearing Support, the inner ring, and the flow divider together 
define the first plenum. 

16. The turbine exhaust case of claim 14, wherein the first 
plenum receives additional pressurized cooling airflow not 
from the first pass. 

17. The turbine exhaust case of claim 16, wherein the 
additional pressurized cooling airflow is bled from a com 
pressor of the gas turbine engine. 

18. The turbine exhaust case of claim 14, wherein the first 
pass draws cooled air from a heat exchanger. 

k k k k k 
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